Palmetto
Cocktail
By Chris Dixon

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA, POURS SURF AND SOUTHERN
CHARACTER INTO A JELLY JAR OF AUTHENTIC AMERICANA
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It was an unexpected but sacred utterance made a
few days ago by my 7-year-old daughter, Lucy. She sat across
from my wife and me, sunburned and salty, contentedly
contemplating the fried green tomatoes, okra, pulled pork,
and collard greens that adorn the menu at Lucky’s—a noisy
and popular purveyor of fine Southern fare on James Island,
South Carolina.
It was the end of a sublime day. Lucy had spent the
better part of it a few miles down the road on the palmettoshaded island of Folly Beach, cavorting with her 3-year-old
brother, Fritz, and her best friend, a towheaded little firecracker named Sophie. Sophie’s daddy, Kirk, and I spent a
while amidst the waist-high peelers in the unusually warm,
springtime Atlantic. When we paddled in, the girls wanted
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“Day, I want cheese grits.”

their turns, and we, of course, obliged. These were their first
waves of the year, and a most basic truth about living on the
South Carolina coast became self-evident: It’s not too hard
to convince an eager youngster to let you push her into the
surf when the beach sand, water, and air are 80 degrees.
I’ve never pushed surfing or grits—a curious
concoction of hominy corn, butter, and cream on
Lucy. It’s important that she come in to both on her
own, because both Lucy and her mother, Quinn,
were born in Laguna Beach, California, a place as
geographically and culturally distant from
Charleston and her surrounding islands as the
2,515 miles would suggest. Maybe farther.
Though we recently learned that
Quinn is actually directly descended
from Charleston rice planter

William Wallace McLeod, she grew up in Dana Point and
graduated from Dana Hills High alongside surfers like Pat
O’Connell. I grew up in Atlanta, alongside people who knew
little of the ocean, but consider myself a coastal South
Carolinian, thanks to summers spent in my grandparents’ old
saltbox cottage in Surfside Beach. Surfside lies well north
of Charleston in the center of a 60-mile embayment
of white sand, pink necks, and tract houses known as
the Grand Strand. The Strand is cursed by 60 miles
of continental shelf and is one of the most surfstarved stretches of the East Coast, yet it has spawned
young prodigies like Cam and Cole Richards and a few
hayseed California transplants I call my friends—
artists Colleen Hanley and Drew Brophy and
Billabong design chief Rob McCarty. The latter
three and I followed a similar trajectory—
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Thanks to some strange quirk in its bathymetry, Folly Island’s
aptly named Washout lures in some of the thickest sand-spitters
in the Carolinas. When hurricanes approach, board-snapping
power, offshore winds, and slackjawed gawkers are the rule.

Charleston’s Angel Oak (top right) is generally recognized as the largest living thing
east of the Mississippi. It probably sprouted from an acorn a century before Christopher
Columbus’ arrival in the New World. The marsh off Folly River (bottom left) at Crosby’s
seafood dock and the shrimp boat Luck Chalm, show clear skies and fall colors.
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And, honestly, after a 10-year run, the West was losing
its allure to me. MTV’s Laguna Beach and OC money were
transforming our town into Newport South, and the crowds,
douche-baggery and soul-searing superficiality of South
Orange County were beginning to make me feel like I’d
somehow awoken in a dystopic, tattooed Disneyland. The
summer before Lucy was born, Quinn and I journeyed up the
West Coast and across the United States in our VW camper.
We stopped off in Montauk, took the slow road down to Cape
Hatteras, and had a wonderful surf stopover in Wilmington,
North Carolina. From there, we continued on down to a
mystical and beautiful old South Carolina port city.
Charleston was not unknown to us. I had visited it
many times through the years and particularly remember
childhood day trips with my grandmother, Tootsie, and her
sisters, Maude and Ethel. The drive down old Highway 17 in
Aunt Maude’s ponderous Delta 88 always held my attention.
We passed the moss-draped antebellum fishing villages
of Georgetown and McClellanville and through a rural,
Southern gothicky world of 200-year-old plantations built
of thousand-year-old cypress, fantastically gnarled live oaks,
and vast stretches of empty-river, island-pocked wetland and
forest. Despite a maximum elevation of little more than
25 feet, the land and seascape surrounding Charleston was
a great, Gumpian wilderness of staggering diversity. The
biggest living thing east of the Mississippi—The Angel Oak
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Mind now, Chris,” Aunt Maude
“drawled
in a grave tone, “and
put your window up.
is is e colored neighborhd.”

—sprouted from an acorn and is still here. These Lowcountry
woods are filled with turkey, deer, and wild hog, while endless
salt marshes constitute the single most prolific ecosystem on
the planet. A single acre produces 20 tons of plant matter
a year and teems with oyster, shrimp, blue crab, clam, bass,
and redfish. With shovel, net, rod, and gun, this remains
a place where self-sufficiency was—and is—still possible.
To reach Charleston proper on Highway 17 (there is
still only one Interstate here—the East-to-West I-26) we
crossed a long, rickety WWII-era bridge (since replaced with
a shiny new one) that exited in an uptown ghetto. “Mind
now, Chris,” Aunt Maude drawled in a grave tone, “and
put your window up. This is the colored neighborhood.”
That neighborhood and town itself held an endless
fascination. I sat transfixed during Aunt Maude’s slow crawls
down Meeting Street toward some fancy Southern tearoom.
Maude delighted in perplexing me by pointing out strange
street names like Huger, Beaufain, Legare, and Prioleau and
cackling over their stranger pronunciations: yew, bewfain,
jee, legree, and pray low. Sidewalks held more black folks
than I ever saw in suburban Atlanta. They emerged from
sagging but strangely beautiful houses that seemed to have
become organically rooted into sand and concrete, their
flower-bedecked balconies supported by little more than
prayers and peeling paint. Farther downtown, breathtaking
church spires and colonnaded palaces came into view—
slave-built mansions that I was sure must have once housed
the president. On their fine verandas, pretty, peach-skinned
women in broad hats fanned themselves between sips of
iced tea, while the streets, some paved with nothing more
than cobblestones, hauled in as ballast from old sailing
ships, bustled with all manner of people: gawking, plaidslathered tourists, regal black housekeepers taking refuge
beneath umbrellas, crisply dressed cadets from the Citadel
military college, and impeccably outfitted white men in
sweat-stained seersucker suits, bow ties, and pink oxford
shirts. Shaggy palmettos lined the avenues, and sidewalks
buckled under the relentless pressure of oak roots. Statues
of apparently once great men stood watch over parks—my
favorite was a waterfront promenade that boasted honestto-God cannons. If I was good, I could climb out onto the
cannon barrels and play pirate while Aunt Maude and
Grandmother sat on a bench that fronted a harbor once
blockaded by Blackbeard. They would serenely gaze across
the great, breezy convergence of the Ashley and Cooper
Rivers and out toward the ruins of Fort Sumter. Toward that
battered citadel my ancestors—a people so convinced they
should be allowed to buy and sell human beings that they
were willing to sacrifice the lives of a half-million fellow
Americans—lobbed the first shells at Federal troops in 1861.
The strangely, unfailingly polite locals would long refer to
the conflagration that hurled 10,000 mortars into downtown
and left the richest city in America crumbling and destitute
for generations as “The Late Unpleasantness.” Everyone
else called it the Civil War.
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becoming addicted to surfing and making lifelong Carolina
friends but growing frustrated at the lack of local waves and
opportunity. We each loaded our covered wagons in the
mid-’90s to set out for a promised land where it hardly
rained, everyone spoke surfing, and the swells were nonstop.
By the time our beautiful, colicky little bundle of joy
came kicking and screaming into the world in June 2005,
Quinn and I had it pretty good. We rented a ridiculously
affordable Craftsman just up from Rockpiles in Laguna
Beach. I worked as an environmental editor for Surfer and
a freelance reporter, mostly for The New York Times, and
Quinn was a teacher at Newport Heights Elementary. But
because we were both resolved that Quinn would be a stayat-home mom, Lucy threw every priority out the window.
We really couldn’t afford to stay in Laguna, and a tract
house in Mission Viejo was out of the fricking question.
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One afternoon the ladies and I stopped in for a walk
around a stunning riverfront plantation on the Georgetown/
Charleston county line called Hopsewee: The old house was
built in 1740 by a rice planter and signer of the Declaration
of Independence named Thomas Lynch. Recently, though,
I was fairly astonished when Wilmington, North Carolina,
author Joseph “Skip” Funderburg alerted me to the fact
that Hopsewee is also an ancestral home to the man who,
perhaps, saved the sport of surfing, the 18-year-old writer/
adventurer who left Charleston to end up in Hawaii.
Alexander Hume Ford was born in 1868 to a family
whose rice and plantation fortunes had been almost
unimaginably vast before the Civil War. Ford attended
school at Charleston’s Porter Military Academy and did a
brief stint as a reporter for the News and Courier before the
massive earthquake of 1886 unhinged him so that he left for
New York. There, he worked as a journalist and playwright,
even producing a rendition of Tom Sawyer for Mark Twain.
When New York became too small, Ford set out for China
and Russia, writing dispatches for many influential
magazines of his time, bearing witness to the building of
the trans-Siberian railroad and listening in horror as tigers
dragged screaming construction workers to their fate in the
dead of night. The irrepressible Charlestonian eventually
settled in Honolulu where he became fascinated by the
handful of locals who denied the puritanical edicts of their
missionary overlords and clung to surfing. He devoted his
middle years to the sport, befriending seminal surfers
like George Freeth and Duke Kahanamoku and founding
Waikiki’s Outrigger Canoe Club. “Learn to ride a surfboard,”
Ford told novelist Jack London before taking him to surf.
“It is the sport of kings.”
I continued to visit Charleston after becoming a surfer
myself. The town’s quiet beaches—Isle of Palms, Sullivan’s
Isle, and, especially, Folly—sat farther out on the continental
shelf and thus had far better waves than Surfside Beach with
for-real groundswells on hurricanes and board-snapping
barrels during wintertime Nor’easters. Charleston boasted
a solid skateboarding scene (RIP Blaize Blouin), way better music, fewer strip clubs, and the most beautiful
women I’d ever seen. This is all still true today.
Quinn and I first visited Charleston together back
in the spring of 2000 when a gig documenting the travels
of Jimmy Buffett dropped from the sky like a Grumman
Albatross and landed on my head. Such is Buffett’s love of
Charleston that he and his band have often occupied the
local music hall for a week of pre-tour practice. This left
Quinn and me mostly free to roam the town’s vast outdoor
market, stumble into world-class barbecue joints and fine,
old eateries like the 200-year-old McCrady’s, and absorb an
aching beauty that radiates from a jumble of timeworn
streets and alleyways.
Quinn was particularly taken with Folly Beach, a
funky little surf town of dense palmettos and ramshackle
beach houses that smells vaguely of weed. Our visit

coincided with the arrival of a southerly wind swell. Happy,
drawling surfers ducked into punchy, emerald barrels at
Folly’s Washout, and I found the waves and people as warm
as I remembered. I’m not sure if we resolved to live in
Charleston at that point, but the hook was set.
Five years later, I occupied a reporter’s desk at
Charleston’s Post and Courier. Being a full-time reporter
for a daily can be a relentless grind, and eventually I gave
it up to return to freelancing. But that job, and later a gig
with Charleston’s hugely influential Coastal Conservation
League, provided an accelerated opportunity to become
intimately acquainted with Charleston—and my own place
here. A few years ago, that same local knowledge helped
Quinn and I luck into a tremendous deal on a creek-front
house with a mulberry tree in the front yard and a dock that

Isle of Palms, Sullivan’s Isle,and,
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An aerial view of the Isle of Palms (top left) shows the convoluted nature and shifting
sandbars of Charleston’s fragile, storm-swept barrier islands. With proper conditions,
these bars and sandspits can offer perfection. The backroads surrounding
Charleston are a journey into a south—and an America—of a different era with nary
a credit card reader nor can of Red Bull in sight.

secures the battered old center-console boat I inherited from
my granddad. My neighbor, Brian Schuck, calls Riverfront
the town’s “working-class surfer neighborhood.” It’s a mile
from Folly, right across the street from the Piggly Wiggly
grocery store, and is full of little kids and lifelong surfers
with a variety of pedigrees. Jenny Brown runs a surf school
and teaches yoga. Her husband, Chris, captains the 100-foot
Palmetto, probably the most important boat in the NOAA’s
Atlantic research fleet. Foster Folsom is a retired biologist
with the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
and the owner of a ridiculous collection of surfboards that
includes Bing number 3670. He was born on Folly Beach 65
years ago and lived a Tom Sawyer existence on what was then
a backwoods barrier island most famously inhabited by
Dubose Heyward, author of Porgy and Bess. “Most of the
established town folks went to Isle of Palms or Sullivan’s
Island,” Foster says. “It’s still kind of that way. We raised
chickens on the beach. That’s how remote it was. It was like
the Wild West.”
Foster grew up riding surf mats. Then one day he saw
a guy named Sarge Bowman walk onto the beach with a big
surfboard, light, and a candle to wax it. “I swear it was a
Hobie,” he chuckles. “I said to him, ‘You can’t do that here.
You can’t surf on this coast. We don’t have the waves.’ He
said, ‘Oh, yes I can.’ Not long after that, there was a local
guy named Corky Clark. He made boards for another local
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scientists,hunte,rim, oyﬆermen,
criminals, warmen, write, and a
gdly numr  ople o meet a
of these criteria at once.”
Sullivan’s Isle novelist Dorothea Benton Frank joked that “the only thing that separates
Charleston from hell during the summertime is a screen door.” While summer can be
downright hot, when wintertime nor’easters spin up and fronts blast offshore (top right),
the water temps drop into the 40s. California transplants “Pirate” Pete and Claudia
Kornack (bottom right) stand in front of the most excellent little eatery in McClellanville.
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It’s funky like Venice Beach too. There’s only a small core
group here that surfs all winter long. Even if you don’t know
everybody by name, you know ’em by the board they surf.”
Being a writer here and knowing guys like Foster has
amplified my perception that I live in a deeply vibrant and
fascinating part of the world. This is a big, small town, full
of entrepreneurs, rednecks, hippies, artists, musicians,
dancers, scientists, hunters, shrimpers, anglers, oystermen,
engineers, conservationists, criminals, watermen (and
women), fellow writers (even Stephen Colbert calls
Charleston home), and a goodly number of people who
meet all of these criteria at once. One buddy named Rhett
Boyd has opened a shop called Rogue Wave that celebrates
hunting, fishing, and surfing—his three favorite pursuits.
Over seven years, I’ve had occasion to interview Biblethumping politicians, cannonball hunters, double-talking
developers, the proud descendants of former slaves, and
men who’ve done time after reeling in “square grouper”
(bales of marijuana) offshore. Next to surf magazines, my
favorite employer is Garden & Gun, a southern arts and
outdoors magazine once described as “Porn for Hunters.” It’s
named after the late Garden and Gun Club—Charleston’s
most infamous disco and gay bar.
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Which, perhaps, makes this a good place to raise the
issue of tolerance. South Carolina is not known as a hotbed
of progressive thinking. In a recent “Charleston” post on
the Surfermag.com forum, a prolific poster called Shiver
Me Timbers asked simply, “Isn’t that place racist as fvck?”
I reckon that like many things in any 340-year-old city
where slaves once outnumbered their owners, the answer is
somewhat complicated. Are there racists here? That would
be like asking if there are skinheads on the boardwalk in
Huntington Beach (just Google “Candy Ass Gang” for an
answer). There’s an infamous store in the hilly South
Carolina upstate called The Redneck Shop whose proprietor
sells racist memorabilia. A former neighbor of mine drove
his pickup everywhere with a confederate flag hanging out
the back. A sticker on his bumper read: If I’d have known
this, I’d have picked my own cotton.
Even if there are, sadly, only a couple of black surfers
out in the local lineup (up from the zero of a generation ago),
the straight-up racists are, fortunately, in outright decline.
Hell, our Republican governor is a Sikh for God’s sake. And,
in my mind, the Klansmen are easier to pick out than the
ones you might find in other parts of the country. My own
sense of living here could perhaps be summed up at my
office—a little shed at Crosby’s Seafood Company, a shrimp
boat dock and fishing pier off Folly Creek. The eco-tour
boat captain, Charlie, hails from an old Charleston family.
His daughter is married to a black man and they have
two kids. The captain of the shrimp boat Luck Chalm is
Vietnamese. Hailey Marie helmsman, Captain Neil, is a
garrulous good ol’ boy from Wadmalaw Island whose roots
are Irish. But if you ask Neil to describe his sometimesimpenetrable Southern accent, he happily describes himself
as Gullah—a term that typically describes people like his
first mate and good friend Poochie, a black sea islander.
And I’m counting the days before the Fields family, longtime descendents of slaves and owners of a huge farm out
on Johns Island near the Angel Oak, set up summertime
shop in the Crosby’s parking lot.
Another example might be found in the experience
of my friend “Pirate” Pete Kornack. I met Pete several years
ago when my wife and I stumbled through the creaky screen
door of his restaurant, TW Graham’s, in McClellanville. Pete
grew up in Delaware but eventually migrated to Laguna
Beach in search of surf and skimboarding. He arrived back
in South Carolina several years before me and took up
oystering, crabbing, and cooking lunches for the aging Mr.
Graham, who eventually offered to sell him the joint where
he today cooks up fish tacos and fried green tomatoes.
When we met, Pete told me that he and a few buddies had
been surfing some insane sandbars along the shores of the
Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge. His wife, Claudia,
had filmed him surfing a left-hander that was 90 seconds
long. Soon, we were exploring Cape Romain for waves.
Pete’s of the opinion that McClellanville can surely
appear somewhat segregated. “But at the same time, I’ve
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guy named Dave and his buddy. They’d drive around in a
’56 Chevy Nomad with the boards hanging out. They were
so rockered they looked like bananas.”
Foster well remembers the day in 1965 when Dennis
McKevlin opened a surf shop with his son, Ted, in a small
storage area adjacent to Folly’s bowling alley. McKevlin’s is
the oldest shop in the Charleston area, and Ted’s brother,
Tim, keeps the flame alive. He refuses to sell any surfboard
not constructed of fiberglass and foam.
Foster and his wife, Lilla, now also have a home in
the Canadian Maritimes but spend most of the year in
Charleston. “There’s a real sense of community here,” he says.
“The surf, like everywhere on the East Coast, is intermittent.
But that doesn’t mean it doesn’t get really good. I liken this
place—the vibe—to maybe long ago WindanSea or Blacks.

Alexander Hume Ford would
make of e arleston  today…
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The Morris Island Lighthouse (top right) was once surrounded by a sandy peninsula
that has since eroded away. This was the sight of one of the most brutal battles of the
Civil War and the bones of soldiers lie beneath restless sands that occasionally produce
stellar waves. Located right off the I-95, most East Coast surfers bypass Charleston
during hurricane swells. This is just fine by most of the locals (bottom right).
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American tribe called the Sewee who shucked its oysters
into giant shell mounds for a thousand years before the
arrival of the white man. It’s actually the first place that the
area’s Anglo settlers landed in 1670, but despite friendly
Indians, Stephen Bull and his fellow crewmen found it too
wild and foreboding to establish a colony—and so they sailed
25 miles south to establish Charles Towne; Bull Island was
first revealed to me by surfer and wilderness guide Chris
Crolley. We spent a couple of days dodging hummingbirdsized mosquitoes and bloodthirsty no-see-ums in search
of a dinosaurian reptile Crolley called Alligatorzilla.
Before long, two of Crolley’s employees, Will Smith
and Luke Pope-Corbett, and I were exploring other true
wilderness spots with Pete, and it’s become evident that
we have barely scratched the surface of the convoluted,
hundred-mile stretch of coastline from Botany Bay to the
Santee River Delta. With access to a boat, there are shoals
and islands that are rarely ever surfed, and a few sand spits
—particularly ones that extend well offshore from the shifty
inter-island creeks and rivermouths—have quite possibly
never been surfed at all. There are fairly dramatic bottom
contour changes here, especially when you consider South
Carolina’s broad continental shelf, and I learned from Sean
Collins, put a shoal in just the right spot and it can pull in
incoming swells, particularly longer-period tropical ones,
and magnify them. By studying maps and forecast charts,
we’ve found beautiful waves, biblical afternoon thunder-
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storms, ripping currents, big sharks, horrendous jellyfish,
and hundreds of alligators. It can be, frankly, spooky as shit.
Perhaps the spookiest of all are the fickle, transient
sandbars that front Morris Island to the north of Folly.
A 136-year-old lighthouse, which was once surrounded by
sand dunes, guards Morris, but thanks to the sand-robbing
construction of Charleston’s long harbor jetties, it is now
surrounded by ocean or the occasional low-tide dry sandbar.
Morris was the scene of one of the most horrific battles of
the Civil War. The 1863 Union siege of Fort Wagner was made
particularly famous, or infamous, by the participation of the
all-black 54th Massachusetts regiment and dramatized in
the film Glory. In all, perhaps 1,700 troops were cut down
in brutal hand-to-hand combat in the same spot Luke, Will,
and I surf today. A year later, Union troops stationed 600
Confederate prisoners here to serve as human shields in
response to a similar gesture by Charlestonians bent on
stopping the bombardment of their homes. Today, Morris
Island’s quiet dunes are still full of bones, and the marshes
remain the redoubt of cannonballs. Lucy and I found the
remnants of an exploded one just last summer after standup
paddleboarding to a nearby spot she has deemed “Adventure
Pirate Island.” It sits rusting on our front porch.
Last week, Luke and I sat on that porch while our
kids ran around screaming and playing between our house
and his mother’s next door. We sipped beers and discussed
a local island we’ve never surfed but that we reckon has
been explored by at least a few of our secretive friends.
I jokingly asked if he would not rather live somewhere
with a nice, convenient point break right down the street.
Somewhere free of the endless threats from hurricanes,
the occasional swarms of bugs, and the crush of summer
tourists, “I ain’t leaving,” he said. “I like to travel, but there’s
something about the Lowcountry. You see those creeks and
smell that mud, and you feel it. There’s just something that
makes it home for me, and there’s something about our
brand of wave too. It’s a good working-man’s wave. You
gotta put the work in. You gotta pay your dues. That’s why
we’ve scored it like we have.”
I’ve often wondered what Alexander Hume Ford
would make of the Charleston of today—particularly
because it’s arguable that he is at least indirectly responsible
for his hometown’s thriving surf scene. I can honestly say
that neither my wife nor I have any real desire to return
to California or to live anywhere else for that matter. We
love our friends and the life that we’ve managed to build
here in Ford’s hometown. You’d think that there would be
few things left to discover in such an old part of the country,
but every day seems to bring something new, and every
forecast brings the promise of a quick round of offshore
winds and a solid shot of wind swell. And if we don’t get
the waves, there’s always a paddle with a school of dolphins,
a stroll down an ancient street, or maybe just a plateful of
heirloom tomatoes, fresh shrimp, and cheese grits. Just
ask my girl. ◊
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never seen so many people, white or black, who were so
close,” he says. “In some ways, it’s more integrated than the
rest of the world. It’s a true community. These people, they’ve
grown up through the generations together. They know
each other’s histories. They’ve built this life in this corner
of the world for 200 years longer than almost anybody in
California. You just can’t fathom the depth of the culture.”
Pete and I shared this conversation after an epic surf
trek with Foster and a few friends to Bull Island, the jewel
of the Cape Romain and the anchor of a 60-mile-long stretch
of undeveloped and unbridged barrier islands that spread
northward like an emerald chain. Bull Island is probably
about as representative of the wilderness surf experience you
can have here as anywhere. The seven-mile-long, densely
forested sandbar was probably inhabited by a Native
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